
What Do We Know About Airbus A350 XWB?

Airbus is seeing its future with a new generation of long-range widebody airliners
with better fuel efficiency, lower operating costs and reduced noise and emission,
and the A350 is the best example of all this.

Read more
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Flydubai’s Damaged Flight Recorder Could Take a Month To Decode

“The received recorders are badly damaged mechanically,” Russia’s Interstate
Aviation Committee (IAC) said in a statement on its website, alongside a photo of a
crumpled recorder.

Read more

Two Years of Waiting: Missing
Malaysian Aircraft MH370

Two years ago on March 8, 2014 tragic
news hit the world when Malaysian
Airlines’ plane disappeared. The fact
that 239 people were missing caused a
lot of pain for families and friends and
left them in uncertainty which lasts
until now.

Read more

Norwich Airport Fire: Firefighters
Battle Huge Blaze in Hangar Filled
With 5,000 Litres of Aviation Fuel

Teams of firefighters Daily Mirror
plhave been battling a massive fire in
an airport hangar that has up to 5,000
litres of aviation fuel inside. The fire is
in the roof of a hangar, used by KLM
Engineering and Air Livery.

Read more

airBaltic’s Summer Destinations
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airBaltic is launching 13 additional routes for summer season linking Baltic region
with Mediterranean resorts. The world’s most punctual airlines of 2015 are
switching to summer flight schedule on the 29th of March. 

Read more

Boeing and Nok Air Celebrate 737
Next-Generation Delivery

Boeing delivered Nok Air’s 21st Next-
Generation 737-800 during a
ceremony at the Seattle Delivery
Center. The celebration marked the
third direct-purchased 737-800 to be
delivered to Nok Air.

Read more

Emirates Brings First Scheduled
A380 Service to Vienna

The world’s largest passenger aircraft
comes to Austria on 1st July 2016, as
Emirates announces that it will operate
one of its two scheduled daily flights
into Vienna International Airport with
its iconic A380 aircraft.

Read more

TAM Operates First A350
International Flight

Brazil’s TAM has operated its first
Airbus A350 international flight, with
service to Miami that landed this
morning.

Read more

Lufthansa Group’s Summer
Destinations

Group member airlines serve 316
points in 101 countries in 2016
summer schedules; numerous new
and additional services...

Read more
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Boeing, Airbus Eye Indian Growth Amid Fears of Global Slowdown

Boeing and Airbus expect Indian airlines to order up to 1,740 jets over the next 20
years, as aircraft manufacturers eye one of the world’s fastest-growing aviation
markets to offset any weaker sales elsewhere.

Read more

Boeing 787-10 Major Assembly
Begins

Major assembly on the Boeing 787-10,
which the manufacturer describes as a
straightforward stretch of the 787-9,
has started.

Read more

First Airbus Aircraft Produced in
the U.S. Scheduled to Fly

The first Airbus aircraft produced by
the Airbus U.S. Manufacturing Facility
in Mobile, Alabama, is scheduled to fly
for the first time today...

Read more
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Dubai Summit To Discuss Aviation Safety

The ongoing safety challenges facing the global aviation industry, will be addressed
by the the World Aviation Safety Summit (WASS), being hosted in Dubai, UAE, next
month, by the Dubai Civil Aviation Authority.

Read more

FAA Reauthorization Bill Gains
Senate Committee Approval

A Senate committee moved ahead
with its version of reauthorization for
the FAA on Wednesday, approving
legislation that includes third class
pilot medicals, and aircraft certification
reform.

Read more

IATA Launches Cargo Safety
Campaign

IATA hopes to cut the amount of
damage to aircraft caused by
mishandling of cargo containers
through a new safety
campaign.  Announced at the 10th
World Cargo Symposium in Berlin...

Read more
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Duncan Granted MRO Authority
By Embraer

Duncan Aviation has been granted
base maintenance authorization on
Embraer Legacy 450 and 500 aircraft,
allowing the company to offer full
maintenance support and service for
all scheduled maintenance events on
these aircraft models.

Read more

Lufthansa Technik First Australian
Cyclean® Engine Wash Station

Lufthansa Technik AG opened its first
Australian Cyclean® Engine Wash
Service Station in Melbourne.  Now
offers its Cyclean® engine wash
service around the world: In North and
South America, in Europe, in the
Middle East, in Asia, and now...

Read more

TRU Announces Plan to Offer Cessna Citation CJ4, CJ3+ and M2
Programs

TRU Simulation + Training Inc., a Textron Inc. company, announced that it is
expanding its ProFlight® training capability for several popular Cessna business jet
models, including the Cessna Citation CJ4, Cessna Citation CJ3+ and Cessna
Citation M2.

Read more
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Sikorsky Simulator Approved in
Singapore

The U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration has certified a
FlightSafety International Sikorsky
simulator in Singapore as Level D. The
new simulator is equipped...

Read more

Sky Fantasy- Home-based Motion
Simulator

Simulator technology with motion has
developed rapidly in the past few
decades, but until now the price of
motion sims has been too expensive
for most pilots to go out and buy.

Read more
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